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Like all articles submitted for 
inclusion in The Therapist, this 
article does not necessarily 
represent the views of CAMFT. 
We, nevertheless, encourage 
you to express your views 
by writing an article on 
internships or expressing your 
view/concerns about articles 
published with this feature. We 
look forward to your participation.
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Martin Buber╆s famous quote formed the inspiration for ピive 
therapists to come together and share travel stories of their own 
unique journey to licensure┻ We invite you on a three┽part expedition 
that begins in places far and near with one common goal┸ a California 
MFT license┻ In Part I┸ you will meet the travelers from Argentina┸ 
Czech Republic┸ India┸ California┸ and Massachusetts who share their 
aspirations┸ and recount their heroic journeys that earned them 
those three precious letters at the end of their names┻ In Part II┸ they 
share their fears┸ their hopes┸ and the study techniques and tips that 
helped them to pass the licensing exam┻ And ピinally in Part III┸ each 
traveler honors the pivotal events that shaped the trajectory of their 
career and helped them to ピind their niche┻ 

We hope that as you read these travelogs┸ you too will be inspired to 
discover your own secret destination on this journey┻ 

destination

ive
journeys,one

╉All journeys have secret destinations 
of which the traveler is unaware┻╊

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ESTHER REYES



Laura Siniego Benenati┸ MA┸ LMFT
www┻laurasiniegomft┻com

Born in Argentina┸ raised in Mexico┸ 
and redeヘined as a psychotherapist 
in California┸ Laura is a chef┸  
an artist┸ a mother┸ a psicologa┸  
an English language learner┸  
an EMDR trained therapist┸  
and a bilingual family clinician┻

Laura speaks the nuanced language 
of ヘlavors in the kitchen┸ the language of color on the 
canvas┸ and the language of compassionate process 
in the therapeutic context┻ 

Nicole Dadasovich┸ MA┸ LMFT
www┻nicoledadasovich┻com

Born and raised in the San 
Francisco Bay Area┸ Nicole has 
over のひ years of experience 
working as teacher┸ counselor┸ and 
administrator for both elementary 
and high school students┻ This work 
has included┺ Spanish language 
and literature instruction┹ nutrition┸ 
drug【alcohol and sexuality 
education┹ career and college 

planning┹ and coaching for people with social skills 
struggles┻  She also has extensive experience working 
with adults on relationship issues and life transitions┻

Veronika Gold┸ MA┸ LMFT
www┻veronikagold┻com

Passionate┸ dedicated┸ and 
innovative┸ Veronika is an EMDR 

and EFT trained psychotherapist certiヘied to teach 
the Subtle Self Work aspect of The Realization 
Process┻ Born under the communist rule in the Czech 
Republic before making California her home┸ she 
has traveled the world and learned from people of 
diverse cultures┻ Spiritual practice is an important 
part of her life that shapes her approach to therapy┻ 

Rajani Venkatraman Levis┸ MS┸ LMFT┸ PPS
www┻levistherapy┻com

With almost two decades of cross┽
cultural experiences in living┸ studying┸ 
and working on two continents┸ 
Rajani brings a richly multicultural 
perspective to her work as a therapist┻ 
Rajani is a traveler and a certiヘied 
EMDR therapist who has found a way 
to integrate her two passions┻ She 
now ヘinds her bliss in helping clients 
ゅespecially prelicenseesょ discover what brings them 
alive and encouraging them on their unique journey┻

Kristina Blachere┸ MA┸ LMFT
www┻kristinablachere┻com

Kristina Blachere┸ LMFT┸ is a psychotherapist┸ 
consultant┸ and writer┻ She has a private practice 
in San Francisco┸ where she 
uses somatic and mindfulness 
techniques to help introverts 
ゅand othersょ reduce anxiety 
and self┽criticism and accept 
themselves just as they are┻ 

The Tourist’s Journey  
to Licensure Laura Siniego Benenati┸ MA┸ LMFT
The MapIn にどどね┸ I arrived in California with a Licenciatura en Psicologia ゅpsychology licenseょ┸ Maestria en Psicoterapia General  ゅMasters in general psychotherapyょ and a Maestria en Psicoterapia Familiar ゅMasters in family therapyょ from Mexico┻  I submitted my transcripts and diplomas to the Board of Behavioral Sciences┸ anticipating that I would need to complete some mandated classes in order to revalidate my license┻ The Board┸ however┸ determined that in order to become a California  Licensed MFT┸ I must complete ぬ semester┽long classes┸ ぱ workshops and of course ぬ┸どどど hours of supervised internship┻
At the CrossroadsAt ピirst┸ I was shocked and disappointed┻ I spent several months trying to reconcile my despair and frustration with my deep desire to be recognized as a licensed professional in this country┻ Finally┸ I decided to do something different┻
The Secret DestinationAs a brand new immigrant┸ I could easily see myself as a tourist with a camera in hand┻ I created a narrative about myself┸ not as a professional but as a tourist who was curious to learn as much as possible┻ And through this change in perspective┸ the mandated classes┸ workshops and ぬどどど internship hours transformed into an amazing photo montage of learning opportunities┻
Another Twist in the RoadAs a mother┸ immigrant┸ and non┽native English speaker with a full time job in a non┽proピit organization┸ I could only spare なの minutes each day and an additional に hours during the weekends┻ So I spent ぱ months preparing for the Standard Written Exam┻Although the BBS generously provided additional time for English Language Learners┸ it meant six grueling non┽stop hours in front of the computer at the test center┻ With ten questions to go┸ and only two minutes left on the clock┸ I decided to mark option B on each of those questions┻ My biggest surprise is that I passed that test┻Shortly thereafter┸ I sat for the Clinical Vignette exam while ば months pregnant with my second child┻ Although I felt conピident in my preparation┸ I failed the exam on account of one point┻ This led to another journey through the difピicult terrain of insecurity┸ confusion┸ and low morale┻Once again┸ the tourist came to the rescue┻ I found a way to accumulate more photographs during the six month wait before my second attempt┻ When my baby was ひ months old┸ I ピinally passed the Clinical Vignette exam┻
Travel AdviceDuring my four years as an intern┸ I never encountered another intern in my situation┺ an immigrant with a full professional license in their country of origin┻ I hope my story resonates with pre┽licensees looking for courage on their path to licensure┻  I strongly believe that we can all be tourists in our own land┸ not just in foreign lands┻ So get your camera ready and good luck┿
SI SE PUEDE!
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The Map and  
the Territory Kristina Blachere┸ LMFT
At the CrossroadsI found myself on the other side of graduate school without a plan┸ a map┸ or an internship┻ All I knew was that I wanted a challenge┻ Most of my peers were taking the private practice route to licensure┸ but having attended a transpersonally oriented Master╆s program ゅand being from the East Coastょ┸ I wanted to know how the mainstream world did psychotherapy┻ This led me to an internship at a partial hospitalization program┸ where the most valuable lesson was about the extremes to which the human psyche can travel┻
The Secret DestinationAfter that┸ a stint in social services seemed like the next logical step┻ This phase of my journey┸ however┸ was the most difピicult┻ Agency work helped me earn my child【family hours and build my conピidence as a clinician┸ but the work was isolating┸ and I felt myself becoming hardened and cynical in response to the profound suffering I encountered┻ Recognizing that I had strayed too far from what got me into this profession┸ I struggled to get back on track┻ At times┸ I considered going back to school for a Ph┻D┻ or leaving the ピield altogether┻ Finally┸ as I was close to completing my hours┸ I was accepted at a community counseling center in San Francisco where I could re┽orient myself to relational and somatic psychotherapy┸ build a private practice┸ and join a wonderful group of like┽minded interns┻
My CompassEven though I╆m now licensed┸ it╆s hard to say what kept me going through the decade┽long process of graduate school and internship┻ Determination must have played a part┸ as well as sheer momentum┻ But ultimately┸ I suppose it was my love for this work that sustained me┻ Even when I did not love what I was doing┸ I knew there was nothing else I would rather do more┻
Travel AdviceThis path shares many qualities with the archetypal Hero╆s Journey┻ It is a process of transformation┸ and it is impossible to predict how it will go┻  The journey will seem arduous at times┸ and you will have a least one moment ゅif not moreょ when you are ready to give up┻ Don╆t┿ The moments that test your resolve are part of the essential strengthening and seasoning process that every traveler must endure┻  That said┸ there are things you can do to make the journeyをand this workをmore sustainable┺
♦  Do your own therapy┻ You will be a better therapist if you know yourself and what itｆs like to sit in the clientｆs chair┻
♦  Continue to grow and learn┻ For yourself┸ your clients┸ and the world┻
♦  Seek out a community of other therapists who support and understand what you╆re doing┻ This will help you through the difピicult times and beyond┻

A Stroll to the  
Finish Line Nicole Dadasovich┸ MA┸ LMFT
The MapI started the graduate program in counseling psychology in にどどぬ after working as a high school Spanish teacher┻ I saw how much the emotional and social concerns of the students impacted their learning and their overall wellbeing and decided that I wanted to continue to work with young people┸ but in a way that focused more on support and emotional growth┻ It was my intention to continue to work in schools with the possibility of growing a private practice┻
At the CrossroadsTeaching all day and attending grad school at night was certainly a challenge┸ but an expected one┻ What I did not expect when I started this journey was how difピicult it would be to leave my paying job and to work for no or little money for years in order to get my hours┻ I didn╆t have an alternative means of ピinancial support and I chose a longer road in that I did a variety of private practice and school internships┻ When you╆re only seeing ぱ┽など clients a week┸ it takes a long time to reach your hours goal┻
The Secret DestinationI╆m glad I followed this path because┸ with the support of amazing supervision and trainings┸ I was able to experience everything from crisis to depth work┸ from curriculum creation to couples counseling┻ I worked with individual clients from は┽のど years of age┸ Spanish speaking kids and parents┸ college prep high school students┸ kids living day to day trying to stay out of gangs┸ young adults ピiguring out relationships and jobs┸ adolescents just out of treatment┸ and families with teens on the autism spectrum┻ I couldn╆t have asked for a more rich and eclectic immersion in the human experience┻
My CompassAlthough maintaining a full or part┽time job while I earned my hours slowed my progress┸ it also gave me a sense of structure┸ community┸ and consistency that is often lacking in the lives of pre┽licensees┸ which in turn kept me feeling grounded┻ As did regular dance classes┻
Travel Advice
♦  Start seeing your own therapist┻ This is a challenging journey and not only will you need the support┸ but you╆ll be better able to understand your client╆s position if you╆ve been a client as well┻
♦  Be careful ピilling out the BBS forms┿ One year I failed to check a box on my intern renewal form that said I hadn╆t been convicted of a felony┻ I didn╆t realize until I submitted my ピinal hours that this oversight from ぬ years previous had caused a は┽month lapse in my intern status during my busiest year┻ Instead of taking the exam like I was prepared to do┸ I had to scramble to resubmit additional hours┻
♦  Don╆t just accept the internship that falls in your lap┻ Take the time to research and pick internships with populations you truly enjoy and supervisors you respect┻ You╆ll be a better therapist if you take your time and learn from the best┻
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Arriving  
Home Veronika Gold┸ MA┸ LMFT
The MapIn にどどど I completed my MA in Clinical Psychology from the Charles University in Prague┸ with the goal of starting a private practice as a clinical psychologist┻ I had been in the full time graduate program for は years┸ while also working at a non┽proピit agency┻ To prevent burn out┸ I decided to take a break before starting my career┸ and eventually spent three years living and traveling around the world┻ 
At the CrossroadsI was drawn to contemplative traditions and met therapists and mentors who continued to inspire my inner seeking┻  The integration of mind┸ body and spirit was the missing piece of my education┻ At a Holotropic Breathwork training in Australia┸  I found out about CIIS and later decided to move to San Francisco to start the Integral Counseling Psychology Program┻ I fell in love with the Bay Area and decided to stay┻
The Secret DestinationThe path to getting the MA degree and ぬどどど hours has been a long journey of profound learning┸ transformation┸ healing and growth┻ Even though I was on a path of deep personal inquiry from my teenage years┸ this experience has been invaluable┻ Through interactions with clients and colleagues I learned to more deeply engage with issues of attachment┸ relationships┸ immigration┸ culture┸ and my past cultural and personal history┻ I chose my internships based on the quality of training and the mission of the placements┸ not the amount of hours I would accumulate┻ I have absolutely no regret┻
My CompassMy passion and commitment to this work┸ as well as being connected to my purpose of serving others┸ has been a powerful stabilizing force┻ I often take a moment to feel the gratitude and humbleness for being able to do this work┻ The love I feel for my clients┸ and witnessing the power of the healing and transformation process keeps me on course┻ The unending support of my community┸ friends┸ family┸ teachers┸ and supervisors has been invaluable┻ And ピinally┸ it has been self┽careをmy spiritual path┸ being in nature┸ ピinding time for travel┸ exercise and personal therapy that has kept me well┽grounded┻
Travel Advice
♦  Create a strong support system and make a commitment to self┽care┻
♦  Find a supervisor with whom you truly connect and learn from┸ who inspires you┸ is accepting┸ available and holds you in the process┻ 
♦  Talk to others on the licensing path┸ especially those who are a step ahead of you┻
♦  Plan well around ピinances┹ if you do not have enough to take care of yourself┸ it will be difピicult to be there for others┻
♦  Take your time┻ There is so much more to gain from the journey than the license┻ Donｆt just focus on the destination┸ but take a moment to appreciate every step  along the way┻

The Scenic Road  
to Licensure Rajani Venkatraman Levis┸ MS┸ LMFT┸ PPS
The MapWhen I graduated in にどどの┸ I was so sure that I would just keep plugging away at those ぬどどど hours and then be licensed in just over two years and home free┻ I started down the path full steam ahead┸ but what happened soon thereafter was something I felt too ashamed to even really explore at that time┺ overwhelm┸ fear┸ and burnout┻ I felt way in over my head trying to manage the caseload and case management involved in setting up a program at two middle schools┸ which included providing wraparound services to the families of ねど students┻
At the CrossroadsFinally┸ I decided to put my needs ahead of everyone else╆s and take some of the self┽care advice that I so freely gave away┿ I decided to take time for myself and do the one thing I had always wanted to do┺ travel┿
The Secret DestinationDuring the course of my travels┸ I spent time in India┸ my homeland┻ This allowed me to begin integrating my childhood memories and culture of origin with my adult life and professional training in the West┻ An opportunity emerged for me to volunteer my time helping to set up a mental health clinic in Kerala┻ Not only did I have the privilege of learning from my Indian colleagues through co┽therapy sessions and consultation┸ it also allowed me to further integrate my professional and personal identities┻ The hidden gift was an invitation to be published┿  ╉Dancing Naked on the Bridge┸╊ a case study based on this experience was published in Praeger╆s Handbook of Community Mental Health Practice earlier this year┻
My CompassInstead of talking about what helped me stay the course┸ I╆d like to talk about what let me step away┺ a dedicated mindfulness practice┸ a supportive community of family and friends┸ and my mentors giving me permission to step away from the ピield and take care of myself┻ The encouragement to step away allowed me to return to the ピield with renewed vigor and ピind the niche for which I had been looking┻
Travel AdviceTake your own advice┺
♦  Focus on self┽care┺ learn about vicarious resilience and trauma stewardship┸ and apply what you learn judiciously┻
♦  Follow your dreams┺ I took a year to travel┸ and during this time┸ I was able to begin integrating some of my life experiences with my education┻ Today┸ this allows me to be more authentic in my practice with my clients┻
♦  Take your time┺ In this age of hurry┸ it is hard to recognize that each of us has our own unique sense of timing┸ especially with regards to ピinding our life╆s vocation┻ When I applied for a second intern registration number┸ I was ピinally at peace with the idea that you don╆t become a therapist overnight┸ or even in に┸ ぬ or の years┹ it truly is the work of a lifetime┿ 
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